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Bradshawfigures with tassels,tallestfigure about 100 cm. Kimberley, north-west
Australia. (Refer to article by D. Welch, Figure 2, page 13.)
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THE EARLY ROCK ART OF THE KIMBERLEY, AUSTRALIA:
DEVELOPINGA CHRONOLOGY
DavidWelch
Abstract.
This paper discusses methods that have been used in order to obtain a chronological
sequence for some of the Kimberley rock art. A broad chronology is established using the relative
ages of straight and bentJegged human figures in relationship to each other, and to the formation of
silica skins and degree of weathering. Possibilities for absolute dating of the paintings are briefly
discussed.

Introduction
The Kimberley region of northern Western Australia
contains evidence that people have painted on rock
surfaces for thousands of years. Early petroglyphs and
later dendroglyphs also occur. The earliest dated human
occupation for the Kimberley is 28 000 years BP
(Bowdler and O'Connor 1991), although a much earlier
age of about 50 000 years was obtained using thermoluminescencedating in Kakadu National Park, 500 kilometres to the north-east (Roberts et al. 1990).
A summary of chronological art periods for the area
and terminology that has been used is shown in Table 1.
This paper discussesmethods for relative dating of the art,
and in particular provides evidence that the 'tasselled
figures' (Type I) are older than the 'bent knee figures'
(Type II). Prospects for future dating research are also
examined.
1. Chronolory based on pigment and silica skin
formation
The most recent paintings can be seen as thick
pigments on rock surfaces,while the oldest paintings have
bonded to the rock and are covered by silica skins. I
observed these features after studying 2I1 rock art sites
scattered across the Kimberley (Welch 1990: l IO-24). I
noted that the oldest painted human figureS were usually
monochrome, in red. Less aged paintings, although
bonded to the rock, had areas from which the pigment was
missing. These were mainly straight-lined human figures,
often associatedwith spearsor a 'hooked stick' (possibly
a spear thrower). The oldest paintings were bonded only
to quartz sandstone, and not to granite, basalt or limestone.
Because my main interest is the study of the oldest
rock paintings I have confined my studies to areas of
quartz sandstone.However, it is possible that some petroglyphs occurring in the other geological formations may
predatethe earliestpaintings.
In 1991, after I had recorded paintings at 508 sites, I
consideredthat the data base was large enough to analyse
the earliest paintings, mainly comprising human figures.
Many different styles of human figure are represented,

ranging from 'naturalistic' to rigid, stick-like ones (Fig.
1). However, two types frequently appear in the area
between the Gibb River Road in the south and the northern coast. Type I (Figs 2, 3) shows straight-leggedhuman
figures, usually without weapons but portrayed with
tassels hanging from their bodies, tapering headdresses,
bracelets and simple belts (possibly made from string or
hair). Type II (Figs 4, 5,6) consistsof human figures with
legs bent at the knees, generally with a projection from
their upper arms (sometimes looking like an epaulet),
headdresseswith a knobbed end, thick forearms (possibly
representing many bracelets), holding 'boomerangs' but
no 'spears', holding a possible fly-whisk, and having a
waist appendage(possibly a skirt or a bag). This simplified typology ignores regional variations which are the
subject of discussionselsewhere(Welch 1993).
My hypothesis is that Type I paintings are older than
Type II paintings, and in order to prove this I have looked
at the following five ways of dating the paintings. At this
stage in my study of the Kimberley rock art, I call the
Type I figures 'tasselled figures' and the Type II figures
'bent knee
frgures' (Welch 1993).
2. Chronology based on weathering
Most of the other human figures which do not fall into
Types I and II appear to be younger in age. Yet, some
seem very old and may have been painted at the same
time or even before these two main types. In order to
analyse the features of these oldest human figures, each
painting was categorised as either 'Type I', 'Type II' or
'Other'.
The degree of weathering and the characteristic
features of the frgures were also noted. The percentage of
each painting lost due to exfoliation of rock with pigment
was recorded. In this way, the predominant features of
each painting used in stylistic analysis could be correlated
with an index of weathering and an estimate of apparent
age (Table 2). From the bottom of the table it can be seen
that 33Voof Type I figures have exfoliation, compared to
25Voof Type II and 227o of 'Others'. Of the figures thar
are exfoliated, the average portion of the figure that is
exfoliated is 2l%o, 22Vo and 20Va for each group. The
average percentage of uncertainfy (weathering of pigment
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and/or rock) reveals a score of 38Vofor Type I,327o for
'Others', suggestingthe depictions of
Type II and2TVofor
fr"man figures in Type I are older than the other paintings'
This tren-<lis interpieted as representing a chronological
sequenceofpaintings becausein my previous study ofthe
'bichrome art period' human figures, I noted that
later
'7
exfoliation of rock had occurred in only '57o of these
(Welch l99O: ll2).
3. Chronology based on superimposition
Superimp6iitloning of paintings is a-useful tool for
developing^a chronology of rock art, and-the Kimberley
In
region^coitains many suitable examples for analysis'
'free'
is
no
there
where
paintings
thE analysis of the oldest
pigment, the determination of superimposition is unreliab]e because it is difficult to record which pigment overlies another. Thus, examples were sought where a section
of one painting has exfbhated and a later painting has
been apilied to partly cover that exposed rock' Although
'bichrome' figures are found over Type II monochrome
found of Type tr
figures (Fig. f, no examples have be-enfrom a Type
exfoliated
has
which
rock
on
pAiteO
frlures
"ngrr.".
Only three examples were recorded of Type II
t
(Fig'
figules superimposedover very faded Type I figures
6).
Many of the earliest paintings were painted around'
rather tlan over-painted. It is not until apparently later
that considerable bver-painting occurred' An example of a
variant of Type I superimposition is illustrated in Figure
7, but close Lxuminaiion oi the rock surface reveals equal
exfoliation of the rock below both types of paintings' It
was therefore not possible to determine which was the
older painting at this site. Other examples of superimpositions are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

elegant figures, heavrly weathered- in less durable
uip"* to be iuperimposed .ou:t .th" Type I
plgir*t,
figu.is. To the leftbf this panel,further into the
ii"u"
face, Type II human
shelter uia ott an irregular rock
'!9o1epnq1
Gig' 12)'
figures are depicted "atrying
were
headdresses
Olher human hgures with knobbed
frgures
These
shelter'
in
the
left
the
to
still further
painted
'are
'Others' for the purpose of
classified temporarily as
statistical analysis. More recent paintings in Figure 12
include superimpositions of a lizard-like figure ald a
'bichrome', pre-Wandjina anthropomorphous figure
fWelch l99O: l2l).

5. Chronology based on the content of the paintings
The Tasrianian tiger (thylacine) inhabited mainland
Australia until about 3000 yea.s ago and paintings of it
(Lewis
are seen in the rock art of Kakadu National Park
1982:
Welch
1984;
Chaloupka
and
Murray
1986;
19'77,
30-31), and petroglyphs in the Pilbara region in Westem
Arrrtruilu (vinen{illi7z)- only one doubttul example of a
(Fig'
po.Stf" thylacLe depiction was found in this study
i:). fn" stripes acrosi the body, marsupial genitalia, fiveto"a ni"a piw and exaggeratedjaws are features which
Australian paintings of
characterisl other oo.th"Murray and Chaloupka
1986;
19'77,
(Lewis
itrytu"in"t
lower down the panel
idatl-Th" stripes on the macropod'thylacine
paintilg'-is
The
belong to a separatepainting.
in the
sandstone
soft
on
exeCuted
rather" crudely
Kununurra area and does not appear to have the great age
of the human figures discussed above' This supports the
belief that much- of the so-called later or recent art is at
least severalthousandYearsold.
'hooked
The use of materiai culture items such as the
stick' (probably a spear-thrower) hP .already been
(wellh 199b). I had hoped that the oldest
air*rt"h
were not associatedwith boomerangs' as
figures
human
4. Chronology based on spatial arrangement of the
this woull indicate an age before boomerang usage' Most
paintings
'
figures in Style I lack boomerangs, but they also
In teims of a spatial analysis of the early human figures trn**
and other weapons. There ar: fwo possible
tp"it
where Types t anO n occur together 9" tlt" same panel' fu"[
the absence bf weapotts' Firstly' artistic
for
."uroni
that
the few "*amptes found do support the hypothesis
convention may have simply excluded depigling them: the
Type I is oldei than Type tr. For this to be true it must be
p"opf" portray;d may be-engaged in activities not involur*tt "a that the first artist using the site painted near the '"1"g
they may be ceremonially attired etc'
-"upo^,
centre of a blank rock panel and subsequentartists added
as
Sec?ndly,' the figures may have. been, painted
their paintings to the sides' above and below' A complicapigment'
another
in
painted
weaponry
bichromes, with
tion with thls reasoning occurs when the painted shelter
such as white clay, which has since weathered away'
art
earliest
the
which
in
deposit
archaeological
has a deep
Supporting this second possibility is. the existence of
ground
is probabiy one or more metres below present-day
of Type I figures with missing fingers and
,o-" "**pi"s
level.
'boomerangs' beside the hands (Fig' 1a)' In some examOnly 14 of the 508 sites studied contain both Type I
ples, these-figures have their legs bent at the knees' a
and Type II human figures. Four sites contain Type I and
iharacteristic feature of the later artistic style, and so they
n ng"t"t in equally prominent positions' Three sites
may hurre been painted after other Type I lguret' At. t!"
"orrtfi" Type tr'figurei superimposed on faded Type I
is
tu-pt" of these paintings is too small at this stage it
fi.gures,as mentioned above. However, seven sites contain
chronoI
Type
the
in
Oifncutt to placJthem accurately
"Enttufiy positioned Type I figures and distally positioned
f"gy. f accipt that the proposed nomenclature of my
analysis
sqalial
accepts
wrriitr, if one
ivp" ri hg*"t
'rionoctrome art periodt may include some bichrome
th;ry, trrp-pottt the hypothesis that Type I figures were
figures. Whatever nomenclature is used to describe the
before TYPeII.
painted
'
Klmberley rock art, exceptions will always occur when
Io Figo." 10 ihL centre of the panelfeatures weathered
'bichrome
such a large corpus of art exists'
Type I nJo-utt figures with superimpositions of
'hooked sticks'. To the top left and right are
n!"r"s' with
6.
- Chronology based on absolute dating
iip" n human figures. Below the central figures are small
Four portliLl" methods could be used to date Kimber'ldiihro*" figurei'. Elsewhere on the panel the thickly
sites exist where
lef art absolutely. Firstly, ocilpallol
pigments are evidence of more recent paintings'
applied
"In
fallen and
pqntt:cl.have
ctt tnts of rock Learing oJd
Fi;u; 11, Type I figures dominate a large rock face iaige
dating
Radiocarbon
deposit'
the
in
U"Jo-" partly buried
which a'lso containi grass prints that are either the same
give
would
falls
rock
these
below
levels
from
of charcoal
age or possibly youttget than the human figures' Less
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a minimum age for these paintings. Secondly, and more
significantly, the eyes of recent Wandjina figures have
been painted with charcoal. Traditional Aboriginal practice was to repaint these sites when the Wandjina figures
became faded, or to ensure that a good wet seasonwould
follow. In most cases, a bright white pigment (huntite)
was spread over the faded image, and then the frgure was
repainted. With repetitious repainting over time some of
these paintings have become 1 cm thick, and alternating
layers of charcoal and white pigment are found in the
eroding eyes of Wandjina figures. In many of these figures the charcoal weathers out of the eyes. In another
case, the whole face, thick with many layers of pigment,
is lifting from the rock and when this falls to the ground
and disintegrates,the datable material will be lost. Absolute dating of Wandjina figures could be obtained by
taking minute samples of charcoal from deteriorating eyes
and obtaining a series of dates from different levels of
paint (McDonald et al. 1990). In this way, spurious dates
from older charcoal are more likely to show up when
dates are obtained for all paint levels.
Thirdly, trace amounts of algal and bacterial fatry acids
in the silica skins may be radiocarbon dated (Watchman
1992). Such an approach would provide minimum limiting ages for the oldest paintings covered by silica. This
way the Type I ('tassqlled figures') and Type tr ('bent
knee') figures could be dated.
Finally, some old frgures are painted in what now
appears as 'mulberry' to black pigments. This is especially evident in the Type II figures, where 847o of them
appear this way. ff this dark colour is due in part to blood,
charcoal, plant dyeljuice, or some other organic substance
it could be radiocarbon dated (Loy et al. 1990). It appears
that these pigments were selectedor made to give greater
visual impact to paintings on light-coloured quartz sandstone. This may have been a specific development which

Welch (1990)
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occurred after many of the Type I figures had been
painted using red pigment, and which gained peak usage
at the time of the Type II artists. If the oldest painted art is
to be dated I suggest starting with the mulberry-coloured
'bent knee' frgures.
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,,"nrome art period

Traditionof figureswith straightparts and missingpigment
A diverserange of coexistingpaintingtraditions
includingpaintedhandswith long fingernails

Wandjinafigures

Polychromeart period

Wandjinaperiod

=\

Contactperiod

Tubb 1. Chronological divisions of Kimberley rock art.

